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The Innovation Race:
How to Change a Culture
to Change the Game
by Andrew Grant and Gaia Grant
Call no.: English 658.406 GRA-[BIZ]

Creativity Quotient

All rights reserved:
Milton: John Wiley & Sons Australia, 2016.

Being creative does not
mean inventing the next big
thing. In fact, let creativity
come into play in your
everyday life and you might
see improved work
processes, flow of ideas and
refined business models.
Check out the resources
below for some insights and
tips to spark your creative
confidence.

Is innovation always a race? With three
core concepts – innovation with
purpose, innovation for real growth and
innovation applications – this book
provides strategies and learning tools to
nurture an innovative culture at your
workplace.
Borrow the e-book here.

Creative Confidence:
Unleashing the Creative
Potential Within Us All

Too Fast to Think:
How to Reclaim Your
Creativity in a HyperConnected Work Culture

What to Do When
You’re Bored With Your
Routines

by Tom Kelley and David Kelley
Call no.: English 658.314 KEL-[BIZ]

by Chris Lewis
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New York Times
Articles

All rights reserved, New York:
Crown Business, 2013.

All rights reserved, New York:
Kogan Page, 2016.

Creativity is not just for the
“creative” or “artistic” types.
With the belief that everyone
has the capacity to “imagine or
build upon” new ideas, this
book highlights principles and
strategies that can help
strengthen and nurture a
“creative confidence” for work
or play.

We live in a world with constant
disruptions. How do we create
ideas before that text message
or email interrupts our train of
thought? Find out how to hone
your creative traits, generate
better ideas and how leaders
from different industries apply
creativity to stay ahead.

Borrow the e-book here.

Routines – a sense of comfort
or a source of boredom? Learn
more about the behavioural
phenomenon that causes
boredom and the simple tricks
you can take to counter it.
Read more here.

Borrow the e-book here.

WATCH THIS!
Neil Gaiman’s 2012 Commencement
Speech “Make Good Art”

WHAT’S HAPPENING
National Reading Challenge
Reading just got more rewarding with the
National Reading Challenge! Stand a
chance to win Singapore Airlines Economy
Class tickets to Brisbane, Microsoft
Surface Go tablets and shopping
vouchers.
Find out more here.

DID YOU
KNOW?

Email read@nlb.gov.sg for enquiries or feedback

